Required summer reading Expectations

AP Literature and Composition  (AP12)

Students will complete a timed writing assignment during class on Tuesday, August 13, 2019. This task will require attending to a prompt that synthesizes ideas from the individual summer reading choice and Thomas Foster’s How to Read Literature Like a Professor (pictured on the left), which students will study in the first weeks of class. The only assignment for the summer is to READ a book of choice marked ‘World Literature’ on the CCHS AP/CP Recommended List.

College Prep  (ENG 101/102)

Students will complete a timed writing assignment during class on Tuesday, August 13, 2019. This task will require attending to a prompt that synthesizes ideas from the summer reading choice and Thomas Foster’s How to Read Literature Like a Professor (pictured on the left), which students will study in the first weeks of class. The only assignment for the summer is to READ a book of choice marked ‘World Literature’ on the CCHS AP/CP Recommended List.

AP Language and Composition  (AP11)

Students will complete a timed writing assignment during class on Tuesday, August 13, 2019. This task will require attending to a prompt that synthesizes ideas from the summer reading choice and Thank You for Arguing by Jay Heinrich (pictured on the left), which students will study in the first weeks of class. The only assignment for the summer is to READ a book of choice marked ‘American Literature’ on the CCHS AP/CP Recommended List.

Honors English 10  (PRE-AP)

Students will complete a timed writing assignment during class on Tuesday, August 13, 2019. This task will require attending a prompt that synthesizes ideas from the summer reading choice and Malcolm Gladwell’s Outliers (pictured on the left), which students will study in the first weeks of class. The only assignment for the summer is to READ a book of choice from the CCHS English 7-12 Recommended List.